CalfBuggy

Here’s how it works ...
To lower the CalfBuggy to floor level,simply unlock the
handle at the turning plate. Since the cage has swinging
gates at the front and the back, the calf can always move
forwards.

After leading the calf into the cage, simply press the handle down to the point where the turning plate again locks
the handle and the wheels are in transport position.

Rough and uneven areas, mud or snow are no issue
for the CalfBuggy thanks to its large wheels. They also
ensure optimum weight distribution, which turns pushing the buggy into child’s play.

A head lock at the front of the calf cart acts as a catching device keeping the calf calm and safe, for instance to
deliver medical treatment.

safe, convenient, relaxing
The floor of the CalfBuggy is made up as plastic grating
that is a promise of safe standing for the calf and of easy
cleaning for you.

The CalfBuggy, on top of that, is the ideal thing for moving other items, such as feed, straw or tools.
CalfBuggy Technical Specifications*
140 x 85 x 120 cm
Length, Width, Height
55 x 33½ x 47¼ in.
Weight

60 kg (132 lbs.)

* Subject to technical changes.
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Fast cleaning
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Safe transport of your calves
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Medical treatments without any stress

To:

Easy handling with the
lifting mechanism

Milk Taxi

The new CalfBuggy is the thing to move your
calves conveniently, even for a longer distance,
without incurring any risks or hazards. This calf
cart can be lowered to floor level, so anybody can
put the calf into it without any big effort.

Return by fax to +49 (04331 20 174 29

Moving calves on your farm is a tricky business
and extremely strenuous, in particular when you
are alone. Getting a harness or a cord on the calf
and pulling it around the yard is time-consuming
and very hard on your and the calf’s nerves. In
no time at all the situation may even get dangerous, for instance when you simply don’t have the
strength to lift the calf into a barrow or when it is
in a barrow but you can hardly keep it from tilting
over.
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